Abstract-Multiuser decision-feedback detectors (DFDs) for direct-sequence code-division multiple access, based on the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) performance criterion, are described. Both successive and parallel feedback (interference cancellation) with hard decisions are considered. An iterative DFD is presented, which consists of cascaded DFDs, each performing successive cancellation. The two-stage DFD achieves the single-user bound in the absence of error propagation, and performs significantly better than an MMSE DFD with parallel feedback. The filter structures are generalized to include finite impulse response feedforward and feedback matrix filters, which account for asynchronous users and intersymbol interference. The effect of error propagation is illustrated through simulation. Both uncoded and coded performance results are presented. Although error propagation can significantly degrade performance, the DFDs still offer a significant performance gain relative to linear MMSE detection.
M
ULTIUSER detection has been proposed as a way to increase the spectral efficiency of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems. The information theoretic tradeoff between power efficiency and spectral efficiency for the synchronous multiple-access channel with additive Gaussian noise (AGN) has been quantified with different types of linear and nonlinear multiuser detectors in [1] - [3] . This work has shown that given sufficient , at very high loads (the ratio of users to processing gain close to one), the spectral efficiency of nonlinear multiuser detection is significantly higher than that of linear detection.
Here, we consider a class of nonlinear minimum mean-square error (MMSE) multiuser decision-feedback detectors (DFDs), which are relatively simple, and can perform significantly better than a linear multiuser detector. When used with short or repeated spreading codes, the MMSE criterion leads to adaptive implementations which require only a training sequence for estimation of the filter parameters (see [3] and [4] ).
Previous work on MMSE DFDs with successive cancellation has been presented in [5] - [9] . Here, we consider an MMSE DFD in which an arbitrary subset of users is canceled. This includes parallel feedback, in which all demodulated users except for the desired user are canceled. We show that the feedforward filter of a parallel (P)-DFD consists of the linear MMSE filter followed by an error estimation filter. The latter filter is analogous (but not equivalent) to the error whitening filter for a successive (S)-DFD. It is shown that the P-DFD satisfies the reverse link objectives in a cellular system, namely, cancellation of intracell interference and suppression of the remaining other-cell interference. Other related, but different, multiuser decision-feedback cancelers have been presented in [10] , and [11] .
Multistage, or iterative, DFDs are also presented, in which symbol estimates at a given stage are used to refine the symbol estimates at the succeeding stage. In addition to the iterative P-DFD, we propose an iterative successive (IS)-DFD in which the first stage is an S-DFD, and the second stage consists of the P-DFD structure, but the users are detected successively in reverse order relative to the first stage. This structure is motivated by the observation that successive feedback and decoding mitigates the deleterious effects of error propagation. Our numerical results show that the two-stage IS-DFD offers uniformly better performance (over all users) relative to the P-DFD.
Simulation results are shown, which compare the performance of S-, P-, and IS-DFDs with the linear MMSE receiver, with and without coding. These results show that with coding, the S-DFD can offer significantly better performance relative to linear MMSE detection for some users (i.e., those ordered toward last). The IS-DFD is shown to improve performance significantly for all users. The P-DFD provides relatively uniform performance over the user population, but the average gain in performance relative to the linear MMSE detector is modest for relatively small systems. This is due to error propagation, which significantly degrades performance at moderate error rates. Our results show that the performance gain of the DFDs relative to the linear MMSE receiver increases with system size. In the next section, we derive MMSE DFDs for synchronous CDMA. In Section II-C, we present iterative versions of these receivers. Numerical results showing the performance with coding are presented in Section III. Finally, we extend the Sand P-DFDs to asynchronous CDMA with multipath in Section IV. For the latter case, we assume finite-length feedforward and feedback (matrix) filters. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the MMSE DFD. For now, we assume a quasi-synchronous baseband CDMA model in which the received vector of samples during the th symbol interval is (1) where (2) is the matrix of spreading codes observed by the receiver, is the processing gain, is the number of users, and is the spreading code for user , scaled such that , the amplitude for user . The vector contains the th unit-variance symbols across users, and is the corresponding noise vector. We assume that the noise is white with covariance matrix , although the following results are easily generalized to account for colored noise. The receiver input covariance matrix is (3) We remark that defining the signatures as received signatures accounts for both multipath associated with a small delay spread, and for chip asynchronism. The extension to symbol-and chipasynchronous CDMA, where the multipath channels may have a large delay spread, is discussed in Section IV.
II. MMSE DECISION FEEDBACK DETECTOR
The input to the decision device corresponding to the th symbol is (4) where is the feedforward matrix (filter), and is the 1 vector of estimated symbols, which are fed back through the feedback filter . We assume that the spreading code for each user is repeated from symbol to symbol, which enables adaptive estimation of and . For the S-DFD, the feedback matrix is strictly upper triangular, whereas for the P-DFD, is generally full except for zeros along the diagonal. To derive the optimal filters, we will assume perfect feedback, i.e., . Let (5) be the error at the DFD output. The error covariance matrix is then (6) and the MSE for user is (7) We divide the users into two sets is fed back (8)
i.e., "detected" and "undetected" users. In general, these two sets depend on the particular user being detected. We also define the matrix of spreading sequences for the detected users as , and similarly, contains the signatures for . Selecting and to minimize in (7) gives (10) where
is the covariance matrix for the undetected users. The feedforward filter for user is, therefore, the linear MMSE filter assuming that only users in are present. The resulting MMSE is (13) which is the same form as the MMSE for a linear receiver, except that is replaced by . In the absence of error propagation, interference from all users in set is, therefore, eliminated, and user is affected only by the users in set . That is, the MMSE DFD cancels interference from the users in set , while suppressing interference from users in in an MMSE sense. This result is analogous to previous results for decision feedback, or data-aided, equalization [12] , [13] . Namely, it is shown there that conditioned on perfect feedback, the feedback filter cancels the associated intersymbol interference (ISI), and the feedforward filter suppresses the remaining ISI.
An alternative interpretation for the multiuser DFD filters can be obtained by minimizing with respect to and . This gives (14) The feedforward filter is, therefore, a concatenation of the linear MMSE filter, [14] , [15] , and a filter ( ), where is the feedback matrix, as shown in Fig. 2 . Using (4), (5) and (14) the error covariance matrix can be expressed as a function of (15) where is the error covariance matrix of the linear MMSE filter. That is, let be the error at the output of the linear MMSE filter. Then . The aim is to find the th column of , denoted as , which minimizes (equivalently, ), for a given set . Let be the vector containing only the elements of with indices in . All other elements of are zero. Minimizing (15) gives (16) (17) where is the column of taking only rows in set , and is the matrix formed from only those rows and columns of in . We remark that the expression for in (10) follows directly from (17) by applying the matrix inversion lemma [16, Sec. 13.2] .
The expression (17) can be interpreted as the MMSE estimation filter for the error ( th component of ) given (i.e., for ). That is, combining (4) and (14) with (5) gives (18) so that (19) Selecting to minimize gives (16) . Note that the orthogonality principle implies (20) where .
A. Successive Decision Feedback
For the S-DFD, we have for user (21) From (20) and (19), it is easily shown that (22) which from (18) implies that is diagonal. That is, can be interpreted as an error whitening filter, which has been observed in [5] . In this case, can be computed via a Cholesky decomposition. 
B. Parallel Decision Feedback
For the P-DFD in a single isolated cell, we have for user (23) The initial symbol estimates for feedback can be obtained from the output of the linear MMSE component of the feedforward filter as shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, we have (24) and combining (14) with (24) gives (25) where is the diagonal matrix of received amplitudes. That is, the feedforward filter is a bank of scaled matched filters, and the off-diagonal components of the feedback matrix are the scaled sequence cross correlations, so that ideal cancellation is achieved with correct feedback estimates. The MMSE P-DFD in a single isolated cell is, therefore, equivalent to the (scaled) conventional parallel interference canceler (IC) [17] , [18] .
The resulting MMSE is obtained by substituting (12) into (13), which gives (26) which is the single-user bound. (Note that for the conventional IC, the MMSE is with ideal feedback, which is slightly higher than for the MMSE P-DFD.)
With multiple cells, we have for user intracell users except other cell users (27) and from (10), it is apparent that the feedforward filter uses the available degrees of freedom to suppress only other-cell interference. This is the main advantage of the MMSE P-DFD relative to conventional IC schemes for which the feedforward matrix is a bank of matched filters. From (20) and (19) , it can be shown that the error covariance matrix for the P-DFD is given by -
where is the diagonal matrix with . In contrast to the S-DFD, the error covariance matrix for the P-DFD is generally a full matrix, and the matrix no longer has the interpretation of an error whitening filter. 
C. Iterative Decision Feedback
In this section, we present iterative DFDs based on both parallel and successive feedback with hard decisions. An iterative P-DFD with hard-decision feedback is defined by the recursion (29) where and are the P-DFD filters, and is the vector of tentative decisions from the preceding iteration. For the uncoded P-DFD with hard decisions and binary signaling, we have
Related work on iterative MMSE parallel decision feedback with soft cancellation is presented in [19] and [20] .
In general, the effects of error propagation can be mitigated by using successive cancellation and demodulation rather than parallel cancellation. The S-DFD is optimal, in the sense that it achieves the sum capacity of the synchronous CDMA channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [7] . However, a disadvantage of the S-DFD relative to the P-DFD for some applications is that it generally does not give uniform performance over the users.
To equalize the performance over the users with successive demodulation, we consider the two-stage IS-DFD shown in Fig. 4 . The first stage is an S-DFD with filters and . The tentative decisions are passed to the second stage, which consists of a P-DFD with filters and . The users in the second stage are decoded successively, and in reverse order, relative to the first stage.
The output of the second stage of the IS-DFD is given by (32) where is the th component of the soft output vector , is a square permutation matrix with ones along the reverse diagonal and zeros elsewhere, denotes the th column of the matrix for for
and for uncoded binary signaling
Note that a two-stage DFD reaches the single-user bound in the absence of error propagation. Of course, additional stages can be added where the order of the users is reversed from stage to stage. (Other metrics can also be used to reorder the users.) The P-DFD filters and remain the same for all stages . 
D. Numerical Comparison
Figs. 5 and 6 compare the performance (bit error rate (BER) versus ) of the linear MMSE, P-DFD, S-DFD, iterative P-DFD with two additional iterations, and two-stage IS-DFD receivers for a synchronous CDMA system with , and , respectively. Because of the high load, the error rate for the matched filter is interference limited, so that the BER remains high independent of , and is not shown. The results are averaged over randomly assigned spreading sequences (and channels), so that the performance for the linear MMSE and P-DFD receivers is invariant over the users. Two curves are shown for the S-DFD, corresponding to the performance obtained by user and the last user. The performance for the first S-DFD user corresponds to the results for the linear MMSE receiver. For the IS-DFD, results are plotted for the first user. The last user has the same performance as the last S-DFD user. Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 shows that error propagation has a much more deleterious effect on the small system ( ) than on the large system ( ). In contrast, for fixed load , the performance of the linear MMSE receiver is an insensitive function of the system size. These results are consistent with the large system analysis reported in [21] . Figs. 5 and 6 show that the iterative P-DFD offers a significant performance improvement relative to the P-DFD for the large system, but performs slightly worse than the P-DFD for the small system. For the IS-DFD, user 1 potentially benefits the most from IC, since that user is demodulated last in the second stage. Fig. 6 shows that user 1 does receive the best performance in the large system. However, error propagation in the small system causes the performance for user 1 to be significantly worse than that of the last user. Still, the error rate curve for user (not shown) is essentially the same as that for the last user , so that performance starts to degrade only for the users demodulated near last.
For the small system, almost all of the gain offered by the S-DFD relative to the linear MMSE receiver is realized for the twelfth user. Namely, at a BER of 10 the S-DFD shows a 2-dB gain for the twelfth user, and only 0.1-dB additional gain for the last user. For the large system, the IS-DFD offers nearly uniform performance over the user population. Namely, the curves corresponding to the IS-DFD users lie between the IS-DFD curve for the first user and the S-DFD curve for the last user.
These results show that for the small system, the P-DFD offers only a modest performance gain relative to the linear MMSE receiver (approximately 1 dB for BERs between 10 and 10 ). The gap between the P-DFD and single-user performance, which is due to error propagation, is very large (approximately 6 dB at a BER of 10 ). In contrast, for the large system, this gap closes to approximately 2.5 dB for the P-DFD, and to less than 1.5 dB for the iterative P-DFD. Fig. 7 shows the gain achieved by the last user detected by the S-DFD, relative to the linear MMSE receiver versus load ( ). The results assume a synchronous system with and random sequences. Plots are shown for target BERs of 10 and 10 . For a target BER of 10 the gain increases significantly with load. For the target BER of 10 , error propagation causes the DFD to perform worse than the linear MMSE detector. Fig. 5 shows that the S-DFD performs better than the linear MMSE detector when the BER is less than approximately 0.08. Fig. 7 includes a plot corresponding to this target BER. The gain is close to zero for loads up to 1.0, indicating that the first user in the DFD must have a BER less than 0.08 to achieve any overall gain.
III. PERFORMANCE WITH CODING
We now present simulation results showing the performance of DFDs with coding. Decoding is illustrated in Fig. 8 . For the P-DFD, the initial bit estimates are obtained by decoding the outputs from the linear MMSE receiver. These estimates are then reencoded and used to cancel interference. The DFD soft outputs are then passed through the Viterbi decoder to arrive at the final bit estimates. For the S-DFD, users are decoded successively and reencoded for feedback cancellation. Iterative P-and S-DFD receivers can be defined in analogy with the uncoded receivers. Significant improvements may be obtained from iterative techniques with soft cancellation methods and error control coding [19] , [20] , [22] - [24] . Fig. 9 shows performance versus user index with a rate 3/4, constraint length 7 convolutional code at dB. The results assume a synchronous CDMA system with 20 users and AWGN. The bandwidth expansion is 32, which means that for the coded system, the number of chips per bit is 24. The results are averaged over randomly selected sequences. Fig. 9 shows that coding actually degrades the performance of the linear and P-DFD receivers. This is due to the reduction in spreading gain (number of chips per bit), which increases the interference power at the output of the linear MMSE filter. (This suggests the use of a higher rate code.) For the S-DFD, the users decoded near last benefit from reliable cancellation of the prior users, and hence, experience a significant improvement relative to all other receivers shown.
In order to exploit successive decoding and cancellation, it is generally beneficial to introduce power disparities in the user population and decode the users in order of decreasing power. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 , which shows the performance of DFDs in a system with low-and high-rate users. The high-rate users transmit at twice the rate of the low-rate users, which is achieved by varying the spreading gain. To exploit the benefit offered by feedback cancellation, the high-rate users transmit with twice the power of the low-rate users, and are decoded first. For simplicity, we also assume that the high-rate users are uncoded, and the low-rate users use a rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code so that the symbol rate is the same for all users. The symbol energy for the high-rate users is, therefore, four times that for the low-rate users.
The results in Fig. 10 assume four low-and high-rate users (total of eight) and a spreading gain of 16. Results are shown for the following receivers: linear MMSE, S-, P-, and IS-DFDs, and iterative P-DFD with three iterations. The S-DFD provides the low-rate users with significantly better performance than the linear and P-DFD receivers. Specifically, at an error rate of 10 , the S-DFD gives a 3-dB gain relative to the linear MMSE receiver, and provides nearly a 1-dB gain relative to the P-DFD.
The IS-DFD gives essentially the same performance for all low-rate users as that seen by the last decoded user with the S-DFD. It also offers more than 0.5-dB gain relative to the last decoded high-rate S-DFD user. For the P-DFD and the IS-DFD, the performance is relatively uniform over users in each class. The iterative P-DFD performs only marginally better than the P-DFD for both the high-and low-rate users. This is consistent with the uncoded results for the small system shown in the preceding section.
IV. ASYNCHRONOUS USERS WITH MULTIPATH
Here, we show how the derivation for the MMSE DFD in the preceding sections can be extended to account for both asynchronous users and ISI due to multipath. For simplicity, we assume that the users are chip synchronous and symbol asynchronous, so that the transmitted symbols are offset by where and is the chip duration. (The MMSE DFD with chip-asynchronous users can be implemented with fractional-chip sampling. The following discussion still applies where the vector of received samples is appropriately modified.) We remark that this section is related to the work presented in [9] on the multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) decision-feedback equalizer (DFE). Our approach is somewhat different from the approach taken in [9] , since we assume that an arbitrary subset of symbols is fed back for cancellation.
In the absence of multipath, with asynchronous users, the received vector at time can be written as (35) where the th column of is the shifted and truncated signature sequence associated with , and and are similarly defined. When multipath is present, we can write (36) where the th column of represents the multipath component corresponding to , and the channel impulse response for all users is assumed to span no more than symbols centered around the desired symbol at time . The matrix accounts for both the spreading and the channel impulse response.
In general, for asynchronous CDMA (with or without multipath), the MMSE DFD filters are infinite impulse response matrix filters with transfer functions and . For the S-DFD, it has been shown that and can be obtained via a matrix spectral factorization [5] . Here, we consider the case where and are finite impulse response filters, as would likely be the case in an adaptive implementation. Furthermore, as before, we consider feeding back an arbitrary set of estimated bits (both across users and in time) to estimate a particular bit . Our objective is to select the feedforward and feedback matrix impulse responses { } and { } to minimize the MSE given by (37) at the bottom of the page, where and determine the lengths of the feedforward and feedback impulse responses, respectively. The solution is obtained by forming the vector of stacked received vectors . . .
where
and (41) at the bottom of the page is the matrix of "effective" spreading codes. Selecting the feedforward and feedback filters to minimize the MSE in (37) is, therefore, equivalent to This optimization has exactly the same form as that considered for synchronous CDMA, where the received vector and vector of symbols for feedback are replaced by and , respectively. To solve (42), we express the stacked received vector in terms of detected and undetected users as (45) where again represents the set of indices corresponding to symbols which are fed back for a particular user , and is the complementary set. The matrices and consist of the columns of associated with and , respectively.
Solving for the optimal feedforward and feedback filters gives
where . That is, the feedforward filter is the optimal linear filter in the absence of interference due to the symbols in , and the feedback filter cancels the interference due to .
As in the synchronous CDMA case, we can interpret the feedback filter as an error estimation filter. Namely, let denote the vector of errors at the output of the linear MMSE filter. That is, the th column of is where , which contains the shifted spreading code for user padded with zeros. Let denote the vector containing components from the th column of in . Then, in analogy with (19) , the DFD error for user is given by (48) Minimizing is, therefore, equivalent to finding the sequence { }, , which minimizes the mean-squared estimation error for given . This latter interpretation is useful for the least-squares adaptive DFD presented in [4] .
V. CONCLUSION
Multiuser DFDs based on the MMSE performance criterion have been presented. Because of the short code assumption, remodulation is not needed. A P-DFD and a two-stage IS-DFD were presented, both of which achieve the single-user bound for a single isolated cell in the absence of error propagation. Extensions of the DFD structures to asynchronous CDMA with multipath were also presented.
Numerical results show that for small systems, without coding the DFDs offer a modest, but significant performance improvement relative to the linear MMSE receiver at high loads. Error propagation causes a very large penalty in relative to the single-user bound. The P-DFD with randomly assigned spreading codes also achieves a more uniform perfor-(37)
. . .
mance distribution over the user population relative to the linear MMSE receiver. For a fixed load ( ), the performance improvement offered by the DFDs relative to the linear MMSE receiver increases significantly with system size.
Iterative DFDs using hard decisions were also presented. The IS-DFD mitigates the effects of error propagation and offers a significant performance improvement relative to the (single-stage) P-and S-DFDs. An example with mixed-rate users demonstrates that the S-DFD with coding can offer a substantial improvement relative to the linear MMSE receiver. As with linear MMSE receivers, the MMSE DFD coefficients can be estimated given training sequences for each user (see [4] and [25] ). The combination of these adaptive techniques with iterative soft cancellation is currently being studied [24] .
